Summary
Music Student Javier Roman has a capstone voice recital (Music 493) scheduled for Sunday, May 2nd at 5:30 PM in the Music Hall which will be performed with recorded accompaniments (as previously approved and following department and university protocols). The final portion of the capstone recital is a set of songs he will perform with a Mariachi ensemble composed of non-students (his family and friends). We request that he be permitted to perform the final portion of the recital outside under the tent located near the Arts and Communication Center. This portion of recital is central to the capstone project and the additional members would not be permitted to perform in the Music Hall because of the singing that happens during the previous portion of the recital.

Outdoor Recital Specifications and Precautions
- Outdoor portion of recital will start about 6:30 PM and last approximately 20-25 minutes.
- Only the singer (Javier Roman) will perform unmasked, the other performers in the ensemble will wear masks. Instrumental performers will be 6-8 feet apart and the singer will be at least 10 feet from the instrumental ensemble, all per Music Department standard operating procedures.
- No audience members will be under the tent and will be directed to stand 12 feet from the tent. Seating areas will be previously marked on the lawn for the invited audience with folding chairs.
- An audience of no more than 30 is allowed. The audience will be by invite only and signs will be posted on and around the tent stating that this will be “Private Event”. The previous portion of the recital will be livestreamed without an audience.
- Spectators will be required to wear masks and distance themselves as previously marked.
  - Extra Masks will be provided
  - Hand Sanitizer will be provided
  - Safety guidelines will be communicated ahead of the event and announced before the performance.
  - Signs with safety guidelines will be posted if necessary.
- There is no staff for the event. The performers will set up and tear down equipment and the instructor (Nathan Krueger) will monitor the audience and work tech for livestream.
- An attendee list will be collected for contact tracing.
- A small PA system will be used for just the singer. The other instruments will be unamplified.
• In the event of rain, the performers will still perform under the tent and the audience can attend at their discretion. The event will be still be livestreamed.

Respectfully submitted,
Nathan Krueger, Dept. of Music
kruegern@uwosh.edu
(920) 424-4229
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